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Choose the correct answer 
1.The binding energy of deuteron is about--------------- 
     a) 1mev    b)2.2mev    c)8kev   d)8mev 
2.Quadrapole moment is exhibited by ---------------- 
    a) Spherical nuclei     b) ellipsoidal nuclei       c) both a and b     d) neither (a) and (b) 
3.The spin of neutron is--------- 
      a) 0.5    b) 0     c) 1    d) 1.5 
4.The nuclear forces are----------- 
     a) spin dependent     b) spin independent  
     c) charge dependent    d) internucleon distance independent 
5.The intrinsic parity of α-particles is --------------- 
     a) positive    b) negative   c) either positive or negative   d) None 
6.The wave mechanical theory of α-particles was given by---------- 
     a) Fermi   b) Geiger and Nuttall   c) Gamow    d) Rutherford 
7.In G.M. counter the process of prohibiting the undesirable secondary pulses is called -------- 
    a) the quenching   b) scintillation   c) secondary emission  d) None 
8.In gas filled detectors, the formation of ion-pair in air the energy required is ----------- 
    a) 25ev    b) 35ev     c) 45ev    d) 52ev 
9.The unit of reaction cross - section is-------------- 
    a) Barn    b) Fermi    c) Rutherford    d) metre 
10.The compound nucleus theory was given by-------------- 
      a) Rutherford   b) Nelson      c) Curie    d) Bohr 
11.The nuclear energy levels were introduced by ----------- model 
      a) liquid drop    b) shell    c) collection        d) radioactive  
12.According to optical model, the nucleus is------------- 
      a) like a cloudy crystal ball    b) circular ring  
      c) like a cricket ball     d) a tiny liquid drop 
13.Onedee is used in ----------------- 
       a) cyclotron      b) betatron    
       c) ferquency modulated cyclotron   d) bevatron 
14.The high energy limit in betatron is------------------ 
      a) 300ev    b) 300kev    c) 300 MeV    d) 300 Bev 
15.In a working nuclear reactor, cadmium rods are used to -------------- 
      a) speed up neutrons     b) slow down neutrons  
      c) absorb some neutrons                             d) absorb neutrons 
 



16. Sun releases energy by the process of------------ 
          a) spontaneous combustion    b) nuclear fusion 
          c) nuclear fission     d) electrical incandescence 
17. Nuclear particles are bound in nucleus by--------------- forces 
      a) gravitational    b) mesonic   c) electrostatic             d) electromagnetic  
18. Which of the following are Fermions------------- 
       a) neutrino   b) mμ- meson   c) Pi meson    d) electrons 
19. In elementary particle physics, the mirror symmetry is known as ----------------- 
       a) isomerism   b) strangeness   c) parity   d) charge independence 
20.The carrier particle of strong interaction is---------------- 
       a) photon                b) Quark   c) Graviton     d) Gluon  
 
                                                    Section-B   (5*5=25 marks) 
                                                    Answer All the questions 
21. a) Give the deuteron ground state Properties.      OR 
      b) Describe meson theory of nuclear forces. 
22. a) Describe an Experiment to determine the range of alpha particles.  OR 
      b) Describe the construction and working of scintillation counter. 
23.a) Explain Q-Value of a nuclear reaction.      OR 
     b) Write a short note on optical model.  
24.a) With neat diagram explain the working of a betatron.    OR 
     b) Discuss the sources of stellar energy. 
25.a) write a short note on nuclear chain reactions.     OR 
    b) What are Quarks? Describe their quantum properties. 
 
                                                                       Section-c (3*10=30marks) 
                                                     Answer any three Questions 
26.Obtian an expression for the binding energy and mass of a nucleon in the ground state on the basis  
      of semi-empirical mass formula. 
27. Describe the Fermi’s theory of beta decay. 
28. Derive the Brieit-Wigner formula. 
29. Describe the construction and theory of a cyclotron. 
30. Expalin the various quantum numbers and conservation laws in the elementary particle physics. 
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